
 

 

Any Luxury Bathroom Design Will Shine With 

These 3 Bathroom Vanities 
JULY 17, 2019 by WEBLOG    

A luxury bathroom design, not only has to feature some high-quality bathroom 
furniture and lighting designs but also has to have incredible details to complete the look. If you 
need to give those finishing touches to your own bathroom decor and want to find something that 
can elevate the rest of the decor, well the Luxury Bathrooms team just found the answer for all 
your problems. Created by one of our favorites luxury bathroom brand, Maison 
Valentina, these bespoke bathroom vanities should give the final touch to your 
incredible bathroom design project. 
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⇒ GET PRICE ⇐ 

This bathroom design is all about the marble and luxurious colors (black and gold) combination. 
The melted marble look of this bespoke washbasin takes us to the City of Petra where buildings 
are carved directly from the stone cliffs. By adding this washbasin to your  luxury bathroom design, 
your project will transmit a sense of unique sense of luxury and create an exquisite environment. 

 

  

To Complete The Look… 

 

⇒ GET PRICE ⇐ 

Inspired by the Tortoises hard outer shell, this unique mirror design is made of high gloss black 
lacquered wood that contrasts with hexagonal Anthracite, Nero Marquina and Yellow Triano marble 
details. This glamorous pattern makes this the perfect piece to combine with the  bespoke 
washbasin! 
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⇒ GET PRICE ⇐ 

For a successful black and gold combination, the Eden freestanding is everything you need in 
your luxury bathroom design. This bespoke freestanding design, inspired by the shape of a tree 
stump, is made of casted aluminum creating this amazing organically shaped freestanding. Its  built-
in sink has a special rough-textured surface, reminding the growth rings.  

To Complete The Look… 

 

⇒ GET PRICE ⇐ 
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With black walls and floors, you absolutely need to add a few golden touches in your  luxury 
bathroom design, and the Brubeck wall fixture with an instant classic sculptural design is the 
perfect way to do that. This lighting design adds a music-inspired art deco twist to your bathroom 
design thanks to its dramatic pipe organ shape. 

 

⇒ GET PRICE ⇐ 

If you want to mix the shiny golden color with your favorite bright color tones, then the  Lapiaz 
square freestanding is the perfect statement piece for your luxury bathroom design. Inspired by 
natural stone cracks, this high-end freestanding design features an incredible fissure handcrafted 
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in polished brass, producing an organic finish. The casted brass sink and polished brass tears show 
the world a rich and golden interior. This bathroom design is a true luxury design paradise, don’t 
you think? 

 

To Complete The Look… 

 

⇒ GET PRICE ⇐ 

Inspired by the mystic behind Eden, his towel rack represents a part of the tree of knowledge and 
the tale of the birth of desire and is the perfect  bathroom vanity to go with the bespoke 
freestanding design. Its the perfect way to add an extra golden touch to your bathroom design! 
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